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Baseline Strategic Situation: 
The South African Empire is divided into four regions. The southern third of continental Africa referred 
to as “South Africa”, the Indian Ocean islands, South African West Africa (Cameroon and the Gulf of 
Guinea), and Gran Uruguay. The core of the population and production base lies in lands of South 
Africa and Gran Uruguay.  
 
Communication and transport infrastructure within the South Africa and South African West Africa is 
well developed, with major ports at Durban, Cape Town, Dar Es Salaam, and Douala, railroads 
connecting the ports to the inland territories and crossing the Kongo. Domestic manufacturing of 
essential war materials is based here. The Kingdom of the Kongo is an overtly friendly power which 
hosts the cross-continent rail lines connecting to the Gulf of Guinea region, providing a viable 
overland supply route.  
 
Communication and supply to the Indian Ocean islands and Gran Uruguay is primarily by freighter, 
with limited capacity for aerial cargo.  
 
In terms of strategic resources, a large number of critical resources can be obtained from lands 
bordering the Indian Ocean or on the African continent. Petroleum, Rubber, Tin, Chromate, Bauxite, 
Led, Copper, Zinc, Iron, Manganese, Nickel and Mica are all obtained from sources bordering the 
Indian Ocean. These supply lines can be considered safe from significant disruption, so long as the 
UK, Bharat and UKN remain friendly or neutral. 
 
This leaves Molybdenum as the most insecure good. Molybdenum primarily comes from the USA, 
Canada and Chile, but is only needed for steel alloys in relatively low amounts. This can be obtained 
from Nordmark via the Mediterranean & Suez Canal or in extremis a train from Rotterdam to say Nice, 
would ensure the shipments never were vulnerable in the first place.  
 
A basing rights treaty with the United Kingdom ensures that the SAE would be able to field commerce 
raiders worldwide, which would allow the RSAN to use our naval forces to respond to the Americans. 
One never knows, there could be another war fanned by jingoistic newspapers citing the Monroe 
Doctrine, but if cooler heads have a say, the Americans will not charge into battle against the Empire. 
That is not to say substantial American supplies to Chilean ports would be welcomed, but their impact 
would be limited by the transportation infrastructure over the Andes.  
 
Overall, the available global supply of strategic resources is a favorable one in any long war scenario.  
 

Primary Exporters of Strategic Resources: 
Petroleum: USA, Russia, Persia, Rumania, Mexico, DEI (NL), Venezula (Atlantis), Iraq (UK), and 
Saud (NL), produce significant exports. Other nations produce more limited quantities used 
domestically.  
Rubber: Malaysia (UK), DEI (NL), Kongo, Brazil, [*} 
Tin: Brazil, Malaysia (UK), DEI (NL), Russia, USA, Bolivia (Chile). 
Chromate: Turkey, Russia, Kongo, SAE, Yugoslavia, New Caledonia (France), Bharat, Greece. 
Bauxite: France, Hungary, Yugoslavia, British & Dutch Guiana, Italy, USA, Russia, DEI, Greece. 
Lead ore: USA, Mexico, Australia, Canada, Burma (UK), Yugoslavia, Russia, Peru 
Copper ore: USA, Chile, Canada, Kongo, Russia, Japan 
Zinc ore: USA, Australia, Germany, Canada, Mexico, Italy, Russia, Poland, Nordmark, Burma (UK) 
Iron ore: USA, Russia, France, Nordmark, UK, Belgium, SAE 
Manganese ore: Russia, Bharat, Gold Coast, SAE, Brazil, Egypt. 
Nickel: Canada, New Caledonia (France), Nordmark 
Molybendeum: USA, Nordmark, Canada, Chile 
Mica blocks: Bharat, SAE - Madagascar, Brazil, USA, and limited occurrence elsewhere including 
DEI (NL). 
 
[*Bharat was left off as it was German-influenced in the time frame the United Kingdom historically 
established rubber plantations.] 



Region 1 - South Africa 
Provinces of South Africa, Botswana, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Malawi, Europa 
Island, Bassas da India, Juan de Nova Island and Prince Edward Islands 
 
Geography 
Tanzanian Border Area/ Northern Malawi/ Malawi:  
There is a narrow coastal plain running from Tanzania in the north to Mozambique in the south. There 
are many scattered mountain ranges and volcanoes around the Great Rift. Much of the land is 
covered by grassland and scattered woodland but tsetse-fly infestation makes much of the land 
unsuitable for human or cattle habitation. Alpine desert is found at higher altitudes with semi-desert on 
some north-facing slopes. Coastal vegetation varies from mangrove to reedy swamps. The River 
Shire runs south from Lake Malawi and through a swampy valley flanked by mountains to the east. 
There are central and western plateaus with high mountains in the north. Savannah grasslands give 
way to open woodland higher up, then grassland and evergreen trees in the mountains. 
Temperatures are highest before the summer rainy season; the highest rainfall is in the northern 
highlands.  
 
Mozambique: 
The wide coastal plain occupies most of the south but it narrows towards the north. Inland the land 
rises in steps to the tablelands of the High Veld. The granite plateaus are higher than the sandstone 
plateaus in the south. In the northwest the land drops sharply towards Lake Malawi. Several rivers 
cross the coastal plain, the Zambezi, Lugenda, Save and Limpopo. The city of Maputo lies on 
Delagoa Bay, the finest natural harbor on the entire African east coast, although Dar Es Salaam to the 
North is the largest harbor and naval base. Further north the shore is mangrove or sandbars. North, 
beyond the Zambezi, the coast is sandy beaches interspersed by rocky cliffs and small islands. 
Savannah woodland and grassland are the most common vegetation with mangroves and palms on 
the coast. The climate is subtropical with marked divisions between rainy and dry seasons. However, 
it is surprising dry despite the prevailing onshore winds and warm offshore Mozambique Current. 
Drought is more common south of the Zambezi and there is higher rainfall in the north.  
 
Botswana: 
The province is part of the southern African plateau. It is covered in the west by the dry scrub of the 
Kalahari Desert and in the east by savannah grassland. Surface water is confined to the north and 
east in the river basins of the Okavango, Chobe and Limpopo. The River Okavango flows from 
Angola into Botswana. Savannah grassland is the dominant vegetation, except for palms in the 
Okavango delta and deciduous forests on the River Chobe on the north border. The climate varies 
from semiarid to semitropical with a hot season from October to March. Rain is scanty and 
unpredictable.  
 
Zimbabwe: 
A high mountainous ridge, the Great Veld, dominates the landscape from the southwest to the 
northeast. The highest peaks are near Mozambique. The mountains are flanked to the north and 
south by the rolling plateaus of the Middle Veld. These fall away to the Low Veld of the Zambezi and 
Limpopo basins. Winters are dry and cool and rain is mostly confined to summer months and heaviest 
in the eastern mountains, where there are evergreen forests. Most of the land is covered by savannah 
grasslands with extensive forests. 
 
South Africa:  
The interior is dominated by the Great Escarpment, forming a ring around the central plateau from the 
Transvaal Drakensberg in the northeast to Namibia in the northwest, the highest peaks being around 
the Natal Drakensberg. The plateau is lowest in the Kalahari Desert. Surrounding the central plateau 
are the low-lying plateaus, the Great Karoo to the south and the Cape Fold Mountains of the Great 
Swartbege. The coastal plain is generally narrow, except south of Mozambique and contains no good 
natural harbors. Higher rainfall in the east creates savannah grassland and in the west the lesser 
rainfall leads to the semiarid Great Karoo. Along the west coast the cold Benguela Current has 
created the deserts of Namibia. In the far southwest the vegetation is more like that of the 
Mediterranean. Small forests are found in the eastern ravines of the Great Escarpment. The main 
rains of the east fall during Nov-April. Uneven rainfall means more than half the land is arid or semi-
arid. 
 



Swaziland: 
The landscape descends in steps from the mountains of the High Veld in the west. Numerous rivers 
have cut great gorges as the flow eastward. The climate is subtropical with a wet summer season. 
Grasslands flourish on the High Veld. Lower down savannah woodland is typical.  
 
Europa Island: 
Europa Island is an island of 28 sq km area. It has no ports or harbors but anchorage is possible 
offshore. It is surrounded by coral beaches and a fringing reef and encloses a mangrove lagoon. The 
vegetation consists of dry forest, scrub and a sisal plantation. 
 
Bassas da India: 
An uninhabited, roughly circular atoll in the southern Mozambique Channel, about halfway between 
Mozambique and Madagascar. The rim of the atoll averages 100 m in width and encloses a shallow 
lagoon of depth no greater than 15 meters. The atoll consists of ten barren rocky islets, with no 
vegetation. The reef is completely covered by the sea from three hours before high tide to three hours 
afterward. The region is also subject to cyclones, making the atoll a serious maritime hazard. 
 
Juan de Nova Island: 
Juan de Nova is a low, flat, tropical island in the narrowest part of the Mozambique Channel. 
Anchorage is possible off the northeast of the island which also has an airstrip. It is surrounded by 
reefs which enclose an area (not a true lagoon like in an atoll). Forests cover half the island.  
 
Prince Edward Islands: 
These islands are far too south to be of strategic value to an enemy, useful to our forces as a staging 
post. Offshore rocks, high seas and strong winds blow almost daily and rain on average about 320 
days a year pose difficulties for any invading force.  
 
RSAA 
Units:  
First Army, split into two Army Groups; Army Group West stationed in metropolitan South Africa 
covering the Namibian and Angolan borders and Army Group East stationed in Mozambique and 
Malawi protecting the north-eastern borders with the British colony of Tanzania. 
 
Potential threats (WEST):  
British land forces in Namibia comprise one infantry Brigade of mixed white and local manpower. 
Walvis Bay, the only port in Namibia, is well protected by six 6in BL guns in shielded mounts, four 3in 
guns in concrete emplacements, eleven pillboxes, two casemates and two concrete fire-control 
director towers with 15 foot rangefinders. It is obvious that British plans recognize the strategic 
importance of Walvis Bay and their defenses are concentrated there. The coastline is rugged with 
rough seas, reefs and rocks and the shore itself is largely inhospitable Namib Desert. It is considered 
that Walvis Bay is the only location for an amphibious attack. Overland the terrain westwards from 
Botswana is the dry scrub of the Kalahari Desert, easily traversed with few natural defensive barriers. 
It is likely defenses have been planned around Windhoek to slow any overland invasion, which could 
be accomplished by the mobile and armored forces of Army Group West. Given the possibility to 
entrap the small British forces in Namibia by seizing Walvis Bay, this risky option is more effective 
than fighting a drawn out overland campaign, allowing British forces to maneuver and fight delaying 
rear-guard actions back towards the coast. Any likely campaign would be a combination of the mobile 
forces of Army Group West protecting the western border and capturing Windhoek and an assault on 
Walvis Bay.  
 
Generally, the British only have very scanty forces, incapable of attack. However, in the scenario of 
an SAE invasion, these small forces would cause South African forces to use and sustain a much 
larger effort than the defending forces warrant and would cause a drain of resources from elsewhere.  
 
Iberian land forces in Angola comprise six divisions; three Infantry, two Cavalry and one Carabineros 
of motorized light infantry. The quality of these units is not known, but they offer a sizable threat, 
much larger than British forces in the region. There are several natural obstacles to overcome; the 
River Okavango, the deciduous forests on the River Chobe on the north border and an expanse of 
arid desert. An overland campaign by the RSAA would be senseless owing to the lack of any sizable 
towns or populations here and the harsh terrain. Conversely, the threat from Iberian attacks in this 



area is negligible. Most Iberian troops would be protecting the coastal plain. There are several large 
towns on the coast, but the need to capture port facilities to maintain any landing force precludes 
most landing options without facing stiff resistance.  
 
Potential threats (EAST): 
British land forces in Tanzania comprise one Corps with two infantry Brigades. In wartime the one 
Brigade would become a Division. Reinforcing units in Kenya comprise another Corps with one 
infantry Division, one infantry Brigade, an artillery Regiment, an armored Brigade, an armored car 
Regiment and specialized Engineers. The 10th Armored Brigade is equipped with the Cruiser Tank 
Mk IV (equal to our mid-1930s designs); the Armored Car Regiment is equipped with modern 
vehicles. There are other larger formations up to Army strength in Sudan and Egypt but unless these 
travel via the Red Sea they would take a long time to get into position. This would be one indicator to 
watch for to alert for impending invasion. Shore defenses in Kenya are; at Mombasa six 6in, four 3in 
guns and pillboxes and two fire-control director towers with 15 foot rangefinders; at Lamu the small 
harbor has three 3in guns and pillboxes. The terrain for land operations is mainly plateau grassland 
inland with a narrow coastal plain, but the coast itself is swampy. Tsetse-fly infestation poses 
problems inland. Lake Tanganyika forms a natural barrier with Kongo to the east. The coastal plain 
terrain favors British defense and further south (in Malawi) the plain favors the attack as it dries out. 
Further inland the Great Rift hinders any land attack on Tanzania. An amphibious attack to bypass the 
swampy coast and cut-off the British defenders could be staged on the Kenyan coast with larger 
forces from Army Group East, but there would be an element of high risk unless naval superiority was 
ensured.  
 
RSAF 
Units:  
Air Fleet 1 (South Africa West) stationed in metropolitan South Africa covering the Namibian and 
Angolan borders; Air Fleet 2 (South Africa East) stationed in Mozambique and Malawi protecting the 
north-eastern borders with the British colony of Tanzania and Air Fleet 6 (Atlantic Ocean) stationed in 
metropolitan South Africa comprised mainly of Coastal Command Groups.  
 
Potential threats (EAST): 
In Namibia the RAF has a small defense force of 8 fighters and 12 bombers of obsolete types. The 
FAA has a squadron of 18 torpedo-bombers, again obsolete. AA defenses at Walvis Bay comprise 
3.7in AA guns and 20mm cannons. Some of the 3.7in guns can be used as additional coast guns. 
Possibly the British intend to use carrier-based airpower to reinforce the forces, or cover any 
evacuation. The RSAF consider no threat to metropolitan areas by these small forces. 
 

Details about the Iberian forces in Angola are unknown, but estimates are 200 aircraft of all types at 

most. 
 
Potential threats (WEST): 
In Tanzania the RAF has only 12 fighters (not latest types) and a handful of liaison aircraft. Small 
forces are available in Kenya too; 8 fighters, one squadron of 18 light bombers plus one small unit of 
reconnaissance aircraft and several local Kenya Auxiliary Air Unit volunteer units equipped with 
obsolete types. The estimated strength of the KAAU and Army Co-operation forces is about 26 
aircraft. Naval co-operation consists of a squadron of 15 modern long-range flying boats operating 
over the western Indian Ocean. There are few aerial defenses other than a few old 3in AA around 
Nairobi and Mombasa. The RSAF considers no serious threat from the RAF to metropolitan areas, or 
indeed enough strength to impede RSAA operations. Of course, sizable reinforcements could be 
flown south from Egypt (totaling around 190 aircraft in five fighter squadrons, three medium bombers 
squadrons , one heavy bomber squadron and three Army co-operation squadrons) via Sudan within 
days along pre-planned routes with good airfield facilities. Any RSAF superiority must be established 
within a week of outbreak of hostilities. Further afield in Iraq strategic bombers are available, but few 
airfields south of Egypt can support such aircraft. Rumors of redeployments of squadrons from Britain 
due to the European ‘Peace Dividend’ cannot be ruled out. 
 
RSAN 
Units (WEST – First Fleet):  
4th Battle Squadron (two Imperator, two Monarch, two CL29; 2nd Scout Squadron (two Triumph, two 
CL38); 1st Carrier Squadron (two Anvil, one Ladon, one Cape Infante, 120 aircraft); 5th Carrier 



Squadron (one TvD, one Abderos, two CL16, 84 aircraft); 6th Scout Squadron (A) (one Thjazi, one 
CL16, 18 floatplanes); 4th Coast-Guard Flotilla (one Gungnir, two PC22); 8th Cruiser Squadron (four 
CL22); 1st Minelayer Squadron (one Lightning, one Hedgehog); 6th Destroyer Flotilla (H) (eight 
DL28); 3rd Destroyer Flotilla (three DD21, three DD23); 9th Destroyer Flotilla (eight DD32); 3rd Escort 
Flotilla (six FR25); 7th Sloop Flotilla (four Circe); 8th Sloop Flotilla (Arctic) (four Polar); 1st 
Minesweeper Flotilla (four MS38); 2nd ASW Flotilla (nine UJ26); 8th ASW Flotilla (twelve UJ35); 5th R 
Boat Flotilla (one TD05, twelve R31); 3rd S Boat Flotilla (one TD25, six S34); 2nd U Boat Flotilla 
(Coastal) (one TD29, six K); 3rd U Boat Flotilla (one TD04, eight O); Navy Academy Flotilla (one CVL 
with 40 aircraft, one CL, one DD, two SS, one MS); 2nd Support Flotilla (one TD35, one FV36) 
 
Potential threats (WEST):  
There are no permanent RN naval forces stationed at Walvis Bay. Any patrolling vessels are supplied 
by the Escort Flotilla at Lagos, Nigeria. The small harbor prevents maintaining many ships here but 
the large roadstead allows several larger ships to be based here in times of tension. The only 
reinforcements within reasonable distance are those at the Falklands. The RSAN has ample units to 
blockade Walvis Bay. Any decisive fleet action would be fought by elements of the RN Home and 
Mediterranean Fleets (which would take several weeks to arrive) as the South Atlantic Station lacks 
any heavy units. Also notable is the lack of any minesweeping vessels, although the sloops could 
carry basic gear in wartime.  
 
Up-to-date information on Iberian naval forces in Angola is not at hand. 
 
Units (EAST – Third Fleet):  
6th Battle Squadron (two Ophion, one CL29, two CLAA34); 4th Carrier Squadron (one Asgard, one 
Thomas van Deen, one Abderos, two CL31, 174 aircraft); 4th Scout Squadron (A) (two Unicorn and 
one Thjazi, 66 floatplanes); 3rd Coast-Guard Flotilla (one Nagelring, one PC22); 7th Cruiser 
Squadron (H) (two Cape Good Hope, two CL24); 10th Cruiser Squadron (four CL21); 10th Destroyer 
Flotilla (H) (seven DL32); 5th Destroyer Flotilla (eight DD27); 7th Destroyer Flotilla (eight DD30); 7th 
Torpedo Boat Flotilla (four TB35, four TBAA35); 4th Escort Flotilla (eight LD29); 6th Escort Flotilla 
(four FR35); 5th Minesweeper Flotilla (eight MS21); 4th ASW Flotilla (12 UJ26); 6th ASW Flotilla 
(twelve UJ30); 1st R Boat Flotilla (one TD16, twelve R28); 2nd S Boat Flotilla (one TD22, twelve S34); 
8th U Boat Flotilla (one TD22, eight M, one Q); 3rd Support Flotilla (one FV36) 
 
(NOTE: Some of these units are based in Madagascar and the Indian Ocean islands – see entry 
below.) 
 
Potential threats (EAST):  
There are sizable RN forces at Mombasa, Kenya protecting the Red Sea; one seaplane carrier; one 
destroyer; one Torpedo Escort Flotilla (eight torpedo-boats); one Gunboat Squadron (eight gunboats); 
one Submarine Flotilla (five submarines) and a Sloop Flotilla (four sloops). Support vessels include a 
submarine tender, two tankers and a collier. These ships form a scouting and coast defense force that 
can be reinforced by the Mediterranean Fleet within days. Any RSAN operations to block or interdict 
traffic in the Red Sea would face further forces at Aden and Oman; one light carrier (48 aircraft); one 
seaplane carrier; one heavy cruiser; one large gunboat and five smaller gunboats and MTBs. These 
are supported by two squadrons of flying-boats and one modern medium bomber squadron. The 
Mediterranean Fleet could provide a task force made up from the following vessels; five modernized 
Queen Elizabeth Class battleships; one fleet carrier and one light carrier (total 108 aircraft); four 
heavy cruisers; four AA cruisers, five light cruisers; 24 destroyers and ten submarines. RN forces in 
Kenya, Aden and Oman are primarily scouting forces and lack any substantial protection from 
cruisers. Blocking the southern Red Sea may be costly due to aerial attacks and the RSAN would 
benefit from fighting in open waters enabling superior firepower to be used. Our submarines are very 
useful, but the lack of mine laying capacity should be remedied if attempts are to be made to block, or 
hamper, Red Sea traffic heading in wartime. Socotra and Aden are heavily defended and amphibious 
assault is unwise on these positions. There are 32 small landing craft in Egypt, but none of the bigger 
Landing Ship Docks to support amphibious attacks. These ships are based in Britain so any local 
amphibious threat is restricted to landing forces of Battalion size and any powerful invasion fleet 
would take almost a month to prepare and sail from Britain. 
 



The Navy of the Italian EAS consists of a light trade protection cruiser, two small coastal defense 
ships and a large seaplane-carrying submarine and around 20 MTBs. This small force is defensive in 
nature and poses only a moderate risk to SAE merchant traffic in the area. 
 
At Djibouti the French have a Light Cruiser Division (two old light cruisers); two Aviso Divisions (four 
sloops); one Submarine Flotilla (6 submarines) and eight patrol boats. Support ships include a repair 
ship and a submarine tender. 

Region 2 - Madagascar and Indian Ocean Islands 
Reunion, Mauritius, Tromelin Island, Seychelles, Glorioso Islands, Comoros Islands and 
Mayotte 
 
RSAA 
Units:  
There is one Army Group sized detachment of the First Army, called Army Group Madagascar. The 
majority of the sub-units are infantry and artillery with a mechanized mobile group to form armored 
counter-attacks. The islands have small garrisons on them and coastal artillery positions overlooking 
the most vulnerable areas. 
 
Potential threats: Amphibious landing defense assessments. 
 
Madagascar: 
The east coast is lined with coral beaches and lagoons and the land rises sharply to the great central 
plateau, the northern coast has steep cliffs and is a mountainous region, the west coast has a gentler 
slope and broad, fertile, coastal plains but are facing SAE and therefore much better protected from 
invasion fleets sailing around the island and the outer defended islands.  
 
Reunion: 
A mountainous and volcanic, rugged coastline makes landings difficult and dense rainforests give 
ample cover to defensive positions. 
 
Mauritius:  
The island is the furthest east island and vulnerable to attacks or ‘hit and run’ raids, the shoreline is 
rugged and almost completely fringed with coral reefs which provide a barrier to naval ships. Dense 
rainforests give ample cover to defensive positions. 
 
Tromelin Island: 
Practically a large sandbank surrounded by coral reefs with no harbors or anchorages. There is an 
airstrip here. The airstrip is worth defending but amphibious invasion seems unlikely given its low 
strategic value and difficulty of actually landing a force there, and sustaining it once ashore for any 
length of time. 
 
Glorioso Islands: 
The place consists of two islands and eight rock islets that form part of a coral reef and lagoon. There 
are anchorages offshore, and one airstrip. Much closer to Madagascan-based air cover and can act 
as an early-warning station to attacks on the Comoros Islands. Given the closer proximity of the 
RSAN fleet invasion here seems less likely. 
 
Comoros Islands: 
These islands are much closer to South African and Madagascan-based air cover. Given the close 
proximity of the RSAN fleet invasion here seems unlikely. 
 
Mayotte: 
A mountainous island fringed with coral reefs. The port of Dzaoudzi is on a rocky outcrop and could 
be vulnerable to bombing, but the islands lies behind the Comoros and is safer from air or naval 
attack. 
 
Seychelles: 
The most north-easterly SAE territory, in direct path of potential enemy forces heading south from the 
Red Sea and across from the Indian Ocean. Therefore RSAN and RSAF patrol forces are stationed 



here and coastal artillery protects the biggest islands. Radio-Location sets are advised to give better 
warning (surface and aerial targets) in all weathers. The islands of the central group are founded on 
granite and are mountainous with flat coastal strips. The outer islands are made up of coral and range 
from reefs to atolls and are almost flat and only a few meters above sea level. Most islands have no 
natural water sources and only a few are inhabited. This reduces the risk of occupation of some 
islands but the larger ones could experience bombing and ‘hit and run’ raids by fast naval forces. 
Defensive fighting on all the above islands would be to defend and wear down the enemy and buy 
time for reinforcements to arrive from Mozambique or Madagascar. The loss of the islands could 
mean enemy bombers reaching further into the SAE ring of defenses, but maintaining any garrison 
under RSAF and RSAN attack would be difficult and perhaps the greatest danger come from short 
raids.  
 
RSAF 
Units:  
Air Fleet 3 (Indian Ocean), composed mainly of Coastal Command aircraft for maritime 
reconnaissance but with fighter and bomber forces to defend the islands and support the operations 
of Army Group Madagascar. 
 
Potential threats:  
There are no potential enemy land-based aircraft threats. The only likely aerial threats are from carrier 
forces and probably not numbering more than 156 aircraft in the worst case RN scenario using local 
forces or 216-282 supported by RN Home or Far Eastern carriers in a longer campaign. Since these 
would be tied up with fleet spotting and operations against the RSAN the potential size of raids 
against shore installations is probably not very high, or sustainable beyond an initial mass attack. 
There are no other locally based carrier forces, other than the Bharat Navy, which for the purposes of 
this analysis are considered as friendly. Other potential enemy carrier forces would be engaged by 
the RSAN far from these areas in the Southern Atlantic and Indian Ocean. Radio-Location sets are 
advised to give better warning in all weathers. The outer islands are vulnerable; some have small 
airstrips but are quite far from Madagascan airfields. Mauritius is around 1,080 km away and the 
Seychelles are 1,825 km away. Both of these islands have their own small fighter defense, but mainly 
reconnaissance aircraft. South-easterly trade winds bring rain and occasional cyclones around 
Mauritius and southern Madagascar and the southern Mozambique Channel. This could interrupt 
operations at critical times. 
 
RSAN 
Units: See ‘Units (EAST – Third Fleet)’ above. 
 
Potential threats:  
The RSAN can immediately deploy 174 carrier-based aircraft plus 66 carrier-based floatplanes in the 
Indian Ocean, with more units available on short notice from the West Coast. The RN could deploy 
anything from 156-282 aircraft in various scenarios, in reality these would be spread across the entire 
region and reinforcements from Britain and the Mediterranean would take time to get into position. 
This study has not accounted for RAN and RCN reinforcements as most likely they would be used on 
convoy duties or in other areas covering for withdrawn RN ships. South American carriers are not 
expected to operate in this area and would be engaged much further west. Anti-submarine patrols are 
considered easy due to the shallow seas and clear waters and the abundance of islands for 
replenishment and location of smaller patrol craft and aircraft. Reunion, Mauritius and the Seychelles 
rely on the RSAF reconnaissance patrols and RSAN patrols for their security, in wartime even more 
so. In wartime reefs and rocks could pose hazards if operations take place close inshore or in areas 
normally avoided in peacetime to avoid damage. South-easterly trade winds bring rain and occasional 
cyclones around Mauritius and southern Madagascar and the southern Mozambique Channel. This 
could interrupt operations at critical times and the possibility exists of an enemy force using such 
weather as a screen for their movements. The RSAN Fleet would be vital in drawing away enemy 
forces and destroying enemy landing forces before they come near enough to cause disruption. A 
wartime scheme of arming fishing and civilian vessels in the outer islands is recommended to boost 
patrol numbers.  

Region 3 - South African West Africa 
Provinces of Cameroon, Gabon, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Sao Tome and Principe, Annobon 
and the St. Helena islands. 



 
Geography 
Cameroon:  
The inland consists of a low plateau rising northward to the Adamawa Highlands before sloping down 
to Lake Chad. The west is more mountainous and volcanic, dominated by the active Mount Cameroon 
by the coast. The southern plateaus are covered by rainforest but change into wide bands of plains 
near the coast. The climate is tropical with heavy seasonal rainfall and high temperatures. 
 
Equatorial Guinea: 
The mainland rises from a narrow coastal plain to inland plateaus and hills, extensions of Gabon’s 
Monts de Cristal. Half of this area is covered by rainforests. Two rainy seasons, Feb-June and Sept-
Dec. The large island of Bioko in the Gulf of Guinea is volcanic. 
 
Gabon: 
The River Ogooue and its tributaries dominate the landscape, carving deep valleys throughout the 
plateaus as it flows westwards towards the sea where it forms a wide delta. South of the Ogooue the 
land rises to the Massif du Chaillu. Dense rainforests covers much of the Province. The climate is hot 
and humid with rains between Oct-May. 
 
Congo: 
A narrow coastal plain leads inland to the Massif du Mayombe followed by the Niari Valley. Further 
east the land rises again to a series of plateaus that form the western rim of the Great Congo river 
basin. The northeast is covered by swamps and rivers and Ubangi, a tributary of the River Congo 
forms the eastern border with Kongo. The climate is tropical and the season of heavy rains varies with 
latitude. There are savannah grasslands to the east but the majority of the land is covered by dense 
rainforest.  
 
Sao Tome & Principe:  
A volcanic island group. Sao Tome is the largest and most populated island; the centre is dominated 
by the Pico de Tome. The smaller island of Principe lies 150km to the northeast. It is also 
mountainous. Other islets include Pedras Tinhosas and the Ilha das Rolas, which lies astride the 
equator. The hot, humid equatorial climate is moderated by the cold Benguela Current.  
 
Annobon:  
The island is an extinct volcano of which just the 598 meter high peak rises above sea level. It has 
lush valleys and steep mountains, covered with dense woods. A number of tiny rocky islets lie off the 
main island. The roadstead is relatively safe, and water and fresh provisions are in abundant supply.  
 
Atlantic Ocean Islands (St. Helena) 
St. Helena is a remote volcanic island lying 1,930km off the southwest coast of SAE covering 120 sq 
km. It is rugged and mountainous but has enough fertile land to support a population of 6-7,000. It is a 
vital staging post for convoys to Grand Uruguay. The RSAN does not feel an amphibious assault is 
likely, given the problems of supporting a force and a garrison but the island should be fortified and 
sufficient naval forces present to deter or prevent any attempt to enforce a blockade or interfere with 
convoys routed past the islands. The RSAF provides fighter cover and naval reconnaissance aircraft 
from the island. 
 
RSAA 
Units:  
The Second Army which has no subordinate Army Groups. Forces are concentrated in Cameroon to 
protect the borders with the British colony of Nigeria to the west and the French colony of Chad to the 
north but some units are in Gabon and Equatorial Guinea for coastal defense and the RSAN Special 
Operations Flotilla can land Marine units on enemy shores as an outflanking attacking or diversionary 
force. The RSAA relies on the RSAN and RSAF keeping the sea routes open for resupply in wartime, 
especially if overland routes via Kongo are diplomatically unavailable.  
 
Potential threats:  
British forces in Nigeria comprise two infantry Brigades, one artillery Regiment and some specialist 
engineers. Most of the manpower is local with white officers and some stiffening British forces. These 
could be reinforced by another infantry Brigade from Benin (possibly reinforced to Division strength). 



Shore defenses are confined to Lagos and Port Harcourt, both RN harbors. Lagos has two 4in and 
three 3in guns and some pillboxes and Port Harcourt has four 6in and nine 3in guns plus pillboxes. All 
these guns are in concrete emplacements. 
 
The French Army maintains a Régiment de Tirailleurs Sénégalais du Tchad and several transport and 
supply sections in Chad since 1937, primarily on the populated south end of the country. Mechanisms 
for raising more Tirailleurs exist, but those units would take between six to twelve months to form, and 
would receive their training and equipage in France or Algeria. The French Foreign Legion 
occasionally has troops in the country, but rarely on a garrison basis, and not usually above the 
company level. 
 
Iberian land forces in Angola comprise six divisions; three Infantry, two Cavalry and one Carabineros 
of motorized light infantry, but the number and the size of units detached to Cabinda is unknown. 
 
RSAF 
Units:  
Air Fleet 7 (Cameroon) is stationed almost entirely in Cameroon to cover British colony of Nigeria to 
the west and the French colony of Chad to the north. Reinforcements can only be flown in via Kongo 
or shipped via sea. In wartime, if a blockade was imposed, and heavy losses incurred, reserves may 
get dangerously low. Larger reserves are probably required of airframes and pilots.  
 
Potential threats:  
The RAF has in Nigeria one squadron 18 obsolete fighters and one squadron of 15 long-range flying-
boats. There are a few other units used for communications and meteorology, probably not exceeding 
16 aircraft. There are no other RAF units in West Africa.  
 

Armee de l'Aire in Chad comprise of an unknown combination of elderly and few modern aircrafts, 

including around a dozen Nord Pingouins in N'Djamena. 
 
Iberian forces in Angola do not exceed 200 airframes total but the size and mix of forces deployed to 
Cabinda (Angola) is unknown. 
 
RSAN 
Units (Forth Fleet):  
3rd Battle Squadron (two Mauritius, two CL19); 8th Scout Squadron (A) (one AV36, two AV39, one 
CL16, 80 floatplanes); 5th Coast-Guard Flotilla (one Lorelei); 6th Cruiser Squadron (H) (two Cape 
Good Hope, two CL24); 11th Cruiser Squadron (four DL30); 1st Destroyer Flotilla (five DD22); 4th 
Destroyer Flotilla (eight DD27); 5th Escort Flotilla (eight LD35); 2nd Minesweeper Flotilla (eight 
MS16); 3rd Minesweeper Flotilla (four MS21); 5th ASW Flotilla (seven UJ30); 9th ASW Flotilla (eight 
UJ35); 4th R Boat Flotilla (one TD29, eight R28); 5th S Boat Flotilla (one TD16, four S36 and two 
S40); 1st U-Boat Flotilla (Coastal) (one TD35 and eight N); Coastal Forces Training Flotilla (one 
MS28, four S34, four R28, four UJ35); Special Operations Flotilla (one TD11, one LSC38, two LSC39, 
two LSA38, four LST38, eight LSI38). 
 
The scouting forces of the RSAN fleet in West Africa are well suited to scouting the mid-Atlantic and 
offering good reconnaissance of any reinforcing enemy fleet coming from Europe or North America 
and guiding the heavier units stationed in South Africa for a decisive battle on our terms. The Special 
Operations Flotilla offers the ability to land forces on enemy shores. Likely uses include the coasts of 
West Africa or Angola as well the potential for use as supply ships to South Africa in a crisis. More 
gunfire support is required to support this force, either by a more powerful Coast-Guard Flotilla of 
CDS or older capital ships. 
 
Potential Threats: 
The RN at Lagos has a Gunboat Squadron (six small gunboats) and a Torpedo Escort Flotilla (eight 
torpedo-boats). These units are useful for local patrolling and coastal defense only. Support for the 
fleet includes a repair ship and two tankers. There is no immediate threat to our supply lines to South 
Africa from this small force. However, the fact that land communications to West Africa could be 
severed if relations with Kongo were strained, the RSAN would be the sole means of ensuring 
supplies were maintained by sea.  
 



Detailed information on Iberian forces in Cabinda (Angola) is not available. 

Region 4 - Grand Uruguay 
Provinces of South African Argentina, Uruguay and South African Brazil 
 
Geography 
South African Argentine and Brazil: 
Bordering Paraguay is a low-lying expanse of rainforests known as Mesopotamia, between the river 
Parana to the west and the River Uruguay to the east. These forests support giant cedar and laurel 
trees and Quebracho trees (from which tannin is extracted) which are native to this area. Further 
south these form flat, fertile, grasslands near the river Plate. This grassland extends westwards over 
the border into Argentina, where it is known as the Pampas.  
 
Grand Uruguay: 
Mostly low-lying apart from two ridges of hills extending south from SAB. The climate is mild and 
temperate. Mainly lush grassland; there are few trees, apart from those on riverbanks.  
 
RSAA 
Units:  
Third Army, further divided into Army Group North on the Brazilian border, Army Group West on the 
Argentine and Paraguayan borders and Army Group South protecting the most populous centre, 
Buenos Aires and the coastline around the Plate.  
 
Potential Threats: 
Argentina: 
In 1939 Argentina implemented their National Defence Programme in which the old European-style 
Divisions were broken down into smaller, and tactically handier, Brigades. There are four Corps which 
cover geographical areas; along the Uruguayan border are three Corps. From north to south they are; 
II Corps (Paraguay to Cordoba) with two Brigades, one Mountain Brigade (in the Andes) and one 
Armored Regiment (102 tanks, 48 SPG and 39 armored cars) and one Security Regiment; I Corps 
(Cordoba defense and central front) with two Brigades, a Parachute Battalion (without sufficient 
transport aircraft at present) and one Armored Brigade (204 tanks, 48 SPG and 45 armored cars); III 
Corps (Southern Sector to the Coast) with two Brigades and one Armored Brigade (204 tanks, 48 
SPG and 45 armored cars). IV Corps protects the remainder of Southern Argentina and its coastal 
towns and only has one Brigade and three smaller Security Regiments. The armored forces are 
capable but the standard of equipment has not radically improved since 1935 although there are more 
heavier-armored and slower British Infantry Tanks and German-sourced light tank-destroyers and 
self-propelled howitzers. Generally the mix of offensive and defensive tanks is tactically problematic 
but these formations are primarily offensive in capability. 
 
Argentina’s Marines consist of four Brigades. The 1935 War saw those units being used as elite 
infantry units, but today the Argentine Navy has the capability to transport and land a Battalion-sized 
force. This could be a useful flanking or diversionary force or for seizing an island base in the Atlantic. 
Generally in wartime the majority of the Marine Brigade strength would reinforce the three Corps 
along the border. 
 
Paraguay: 
The Army has two Infantry Divisions and is seeking to form a third. At present only useful for internal 
security. Tanks and armored cars are being supplied in small numbers by Argentina. 
 
Brazil: 
The latest definitive information lists the Brazilian Army comprising 22 Divisions. There are two Armies 
along the eastern Uruguayan border; the Army of Uruguay with four Infantry Divisions, one Armored 
Division and one motorized Cavalry Division; the Army of Paraguay has three Infantry Divisions and 
one Cavalry Division. The Reserve Army has three Infantry Divisions, the Imperial Division, one 
Armored Division and one motorized Cavalry Division. The rest of the Brazilian Army is further north 
or west covering Peru and Bolivia. The majorities of Brazil’s tanks are American in origin and of the 
latest types and are considered to be of high quality. The skill of the crews is unknown. 
 
Chile: 



Although not politically likely to become embroiled in any future war alongside her ABC allies Chile’s 
Army could provide useful reserves of manpower. The latest definitive information lists the Chilean 
Army comprising of twelve Infantry Brigades, two “Panzergrenadier” Brigades, two Cavalry Brigades 
and a Paratrooper Battalion – roughly 96,500 troops in total. Most Chilean tanks are Atlantean in 
origin but Chile is now producing a locally-developed tank with German and Nordish assistance. 
 
The Chilean Marines have six Battalion-sized detachments which form a Brigade with four additional 
“Special Amphibious Assault Companies” stationed aboard four attack transports. Other Marine units 
man coastal batteries or serve aboard warships. The Chilean amphibious potential is probably equal 
to Argentina’s but with added war experience and therefore probably more effective. A combined 
operation by both nations is not unlikely.  
 
RSAF 
Units:  
Air Fleet 4 (Grand Uruguay South) stationed to cover the Argentine and Paraguayan areas, and the 
slightly smaller Air Fleet 5 (Grand Uruguay North) to cover the Brazilian area.  
 
Potential Threats: 
Argentina: 
Like the Army the Air Force is divided into geographical zones, each zone containing one Brigade. 
Brigade I covers central Argentina and has one fighter, three ground attack bomber and one bomber 
Regiments. Brigade II covers northern Argentina and Paraguay with one fighter, one bomber 
Regiments, a mixed Regiment in Paraguay and two smaller reconnaissance units. Brigade III covers 
the coastline and southern Argentina with one fighter, two bomber, one reconnaissance Regiments 
and one smaller reconnaissance unit. Also attached to Brigade III are three Regiments of naval 
bombers and three Groups of naval reconnaissance aircraft. Brigade IV is a training and reserve 
formation. Brigade I has 366 aircraft (108 fighters, 72 and 186 ground-attack aircraft), Brigade II has 
288 aircraft (96 fighters, 96 bombers, 24 ground attack and 72 light aircraft), Brigade III has 578 
aircraft (74 fighters, 24 fighter-reconnaissance, 144 bombers, 55 reconnaissance and 24 light aircraft) 
plus 257 Naval aircraft (72 Naval fighters, 48 Naval torpedo-bombers, 96 Naval bombers and 41 
seaplanes) and Brigade IV 508 aircraft plus 121 Naval aircraft. Total strength of the Air Force is 1,362 
aircraft and Naval Air Force 610 aircraft.  
 
The Naval Air Force supports two carrier wings and numerous reconnaissance and bomber units 
along the coast, some with integral fighter support. These forces are sizable, although slightly smaller 
than in 1935. The fighters are of latest types and while the bombers are aging, replacement has 
begun with modern types. The RSAF considers fighter numbers too low for adequate defensive 
patrols and bomber escort. It is thought that Cordoba is protected by a line of Radio-Location sets of 
unknown quality supplied by Italy in the 1930s. The anti-shipping forces are considerable and RSAN 
units could not operate in daytime conditions off the coast without extreme risk. The shore-based 
naval bomber units have integral fighter units for self-escorting and the concentration of these units in 
the north indicates a strategy of bombing the Uruguayan ports in a massed raid. With around 300 
bombers there is a sizable risk to urban areas and military facilities. It is estimated the RSAF forces in 
Air Fleet 4 should have at least 400 fighters. Argentina’s 200 armored ground-attack aircraft pose a 
serious threat to RSAA formations, a threat unmatched anywhere else in the Empire. The RSAA 
considers more LAA is required and mobile self-propelled AA for mechanized and armored 
formations. 
 
Paraguay: 
Two Groups with a mixed array of aircraft (12 ground-attack, 24 light bombers, 12 fighters and 12 
trainers and four airliners). In addition is the Argentine mixed Regiment of 72 fighters, ground-attack 
and bombers. A small force but large enough to distract RSAF Air Fleet 4 units away from the 
Argentine front. 
 
Brazil: 
The Brazilian Air Force in the Uruguay-Paraguay area of operations has nine Fighter Squadrons, 
three Heavy Bomber Squadrons, three Dive-Bomber Squadrons and three Reconnaissance 
Squadrons. Totaling 120 fighters, 36 reconnaissance aircraft, 72 Bombers (36 heavy and 36 light) for 
a strength of 228 aircraft. Units along the coast consist of three Fighter Squadrons, four Bomber 
Squadrons and five Maritime Reconnaissance Squadrons, totaling 36 fighters, 64 bombers, 60 flying 



boats for a strength of 160 aircraft. Total strength of the entire Brazilian Air Force including units in 
other regions totals 324 fighters, 160 bombers, 120 reconnaissance, 60 flying boats, and 190 trainers 
for a total strength of 854 aircraft. Equipment is of mixed origin and quality but the latest types are of 
latest standards. The long-range bombers are obsolete. Air Fleet 5 should be able to adequately deal 
with the threat, ideally with 250 fighters. Air Fleet 5 would be roughly half the strength of Air Fleet 4 
but local production and sufficient stockpiles of airframes and pools of pilots and aircrew will be 
needed given the long supply lines back to SAE in wartime. 
 
Chile: 
Although not politically likely to become embroiled in any future war alongside her ABC allies Chile’s 
Air Force could provide useful reserves of aircraft and manpower and given the reconnaissance 
operations of the 1935 War, this is likely to occur again. The Chilean Air Force is divided into five 
Brigades. Total aircraft strength is 750 aircraft including 300 fighters, 198 bombers and 114 
transports. 
 
The Chilean Naval Air Force comprises; a Scouting Component of four reconnaissance squadrons, 
eleven other reconnaissance and seaplane squadrons, four Dirigible Squadrons (with parasite 
fighters) and six Carrier Air Groups composed of varying numbers of planes depending upon their 
hosting carrier (generally no more than three squadrons). Three groups rotate through the carrier 
Mapuche on a monthly basis and two more groups rotate through the carrier Chiloe. The final group 
serves ashore as a fighter-training cadre. The Chilean Naval Air Force maintains two complete air 
groups for every aircraft carrier to permit the rapid replacement of combat aircraft losses. 
 
The RAF in the Falklands has a dozen elderly flying boats for local patrol. 
 
RSAN 
Units (Second Fleet):  
1st Battle Squadron (two South Africa, two Mocambique, two CLAA36); 1st Scout Squadron (two 
Radiance, two Vengance); 2nd Carrier Squadron (one Forge, one Cape Infante, one CL19, 84 
aircraft); 1st Coast-Guard Flotilla (one Tyrfing, one AV28, two PC22, 6 floatplanes); 2nd Coast-Guard 
Flotilla (one Excalibur, two LCDS-2); 1st Cruiser Squadron (two DL31, two DL34); 9th Cruiser 
Squadron (two CL36, two CL27); 12th Destroyer Flotilla (four DL36); 2nd Destroyer Flotilla (four 
DD23); 8th Destroyer Flotilla (eight DD30); 11th Destroyer Flotilla (eight DD38); 2nd Escort Flotilla (six 
FR25); 1st Escort Flotilla (four FR40); 7th Minesweeper Flotilla (eight MS28); 9th Minesweeper Flotilla 
(eight MS38); 10th MS Flotilla (twelve MSC37); 3rd ASW Flotilla (twelve UJ26); 7th ASW Flotilla 
(twelve UJ30); 2nd R Boat Flotilla (one TD05, four R28, eight R37); 3rd R Boat Flotilla (one TD22, 
eight RD28); 6th R Boat Flotilla (one TD11, nine R31); 1st S Boat Flotilla (one TD08, eight S34); 4th S 
Boat Flotilla (one TD25, eight S36); 1st Gun Boat Flotilla (four GB35); 2nd Gun Boat Flotilla (two 
GB37); 1st Fire Support Flotilla (two RM36); 6th U Boat Flotilla (Mine) (one TB08, six P, three J); 7th 
U Boat Flotilla (one TD13, six K); Navy Academy Flotilla (one CL16, one LCDS, one O, one K, one 
MS28, two R31, one UJ26); 1st Support Flotilla (one FV32, one Huscartian) 
 
Potential Threats: 
Argentina:  
The Argentine Navy is organized into five Brigades, I-III cover the coast north-to-south, IV is on the 
Rio Paraguay and the V is a training unit.  

 Brigade I comprises; the Battleship Squadron (Libertad, Capitan Gascon), the Battlecruiser 
Squadron (Veinticinco de Mayo, Constelación, Patagonia), Carrier Squadron (Independencia, 
Guardabosques, training carrier/landing ship Avispón , 84-96 aircraft); one Cruiser Squadron 
(two heavy cruisers), one Cruiser Squadron (four large light cruisers), four Destroyer 
Squadrons (20 destroyers and large torpedo boats), one Submarine Squadron (eight 
submarines), four small minelayers, one minelayer cruiser, six minesweepers, six motor 
minesweepers, twelve patrol boats, 17 MTBs and nine landing craft. 

 Brigade II comprises; one Battleship Squadron (Puyerredon), one Cruiser Squadron (four light 
cruisers), four Destroyer Squadrons (18 destroyers), twelve patrol craft, four escorts, four motor 
minesweepers and twelve MTBs. 

 Brigade III comprises; one Cruiser Squadron (three light cruisers), three destroyers, four 
escorts, six patrol craft, a patrol icebreaker, and twelve MTBs. 

 Brigade IV comprises seven river gunboats and ten motor gunboats. 



 Brigade V comprises a mixed training and reserve force of one sloop, one minelayer, two 
armed survey ships, two MTBs and an old light cruiser. Auxiliary support comprises a large 
tanker and four coastal tankers, one destroyer tender and one repair ship and five elderly 
transports. 

 
Since the 1935 War several changes have taken place, the carriers have become operational, a 
landing ship acquired, new German-built battlecruisers commissioned and numerous modern 
destroyers built. The extent of coastal defense forces supported by aircraft makes RSAN coastal 
sweeps hazardous without carrier support. The carriers and large cruisers supported by battlecruisers 
as escorts are intended to be raiding forces to destroy SAE commerce and force the RSAN to fight. At 
present the RSAN only has one carrier in South America and the South African RSAN fleet is needed 
to provide support in wartime. Given the dangers of bombing stationing another carrier in Grand 
Uruguay is risky as it is expected that the ABC powers would attempt a mass aerial attack to destroy 
as many ships in harbor as possible. Therefore it is suggested if war break out all large ships should 
head for open waters. Cutting off Argentine merchant traffic should easily be achieved, although 
operations around the Cape area risk provoking Chile into joining a war. Generally the RSAN consider 
operations to be more difficult than 1935 but see no reasons why success is unlikely and the RSAN 
has capacity to absorb losses, unlike the ABC powers. The Argentine submarine fleet is too small to 
be a serious threat to our convoys. 
 
Brazil:  
The Brazilian fleet comprises; First Coastal Defence Group (one battleship (Minas Gerais), two light 
cruisers, two destroyers, four submarines, four minesweepers); the Second Coastal Defence Group 
(one battleship (Imperial), two light cruisers, five destroyers , three submarines, four minesweepers); 
First Scouting Group (one carrier (Brazil, 36 aircraft), three light cruisers, five destroyers); Second 
Scouting Group (two light cruisers, four destroyers); the Third Scouting Group (two light cruisers, four 
destroyers; Trade Disruption Group (one submarine); other forces comprise twelve minesweepers, 
four destroyers, four submarines and three refitted ex-Greek carriers; it is not known where they fit 
into the fleet. They are the Belo Horizonte, Riachuelo and Aquidaban, carrying 36 aircraft each, giving 
a carrier-borne total of 144 aircraft. 
 
The Brazilian Navy is an unknown quantity at this time. During the 1935 successful air attacks 
destroyed much of its potential and subsequent actions showed a mix of combat skill. The Navy has 
reduced its capital ships and recently has doubled its carrier strength with numerous small carriers. At 
least under good weather conditions these are ideally suited to commerce raiding if training and 
equipment permits, as are the numerous submarines. The recent building programs have supplied 
modern cruisers and destroyers. RSAN sweeps off the coast would be hazardous and if a knock-out 
aerial blow could not be delivered then RSAN forces in the area facing coordinated Argentine and 
Brazilian actions could face considerable danger. 
 
Chile:  
The Chilean Navy comprises; a Battle Force (three battleships (Almirante Blanco Encalada, Almirante 
Cochrane, Capitan Prat), four heavy cruisers , six destroyers); a Scouting Force (two seaplane 
carrier-cruisers, six destroyers, 16 aircraft); a Fast Carrier Force (two carriers (Libertad, Mapuche), six 
destroyers, 117-147 aircraft); other forces comprise twelve destroyers, a coastal defense force with 
submarine hunters and sixteen destroyers covering geographical districts of the coastline, eight 
submarines and an Amphibious Command of six vessels. There is a training carrier, Chiloe, with 24 
aircraft.  
 
Given the experience in the 1935 War, Chile may not actively join her ABC allies and instead would 
keep the bulk of her fleet in the Pacific and around the Horn area. A likely amphibious task force to 
support the Argentines would comprise the Amphibious Command supported by the Fast Carrier 
Force and perhaps the Scouting Force. Libertad is a highly effective carrier and all the air groups are 
equipped with modern aircraft of the highest performance. If the Chilean Navy did enter an ABC war 
reinforcements from Africa-stationed forces would be required. 
 
United Kingdom: 
The Royal Navy has stationed in the Falkland Islands; a Light Cruiser Squadron (two light cruisers), 
one Destroyer Flotilla (four large destroyers), one Sloop Flotilla (four sloops) and one large gunboat. 
In a war scenario these forces could be used for reconnaissance of our convoys to and from SAE but 



lack any offensive capability. Reinforcements from the Caribbean and Mediterranean fleets would 
take time to arrive. RSAN forces in the area could neutralize these forces in a short period with carrier 
strikes followed by a surface sweep.  
  



War Plans and operational options in case of conflict: 
Recent years have seen several events favorable to the SAE such as the exit of the Empire of Bharat 
(Bharat) from the SATSUMA alliance, and the recent announcements of the exit of the United 
Kingdom’s of the Netherlands (UKN) from AEGIS (as well as SEAR). The majority of strategic 
resources needed by the SAE can be obtained from lands bordering the Indian Ocean, and avoiding 
disruption of this supply by a conflict between these two allies has long been a policy goal. As such, it 
is advantageous that the possibility of hostilities between the UKN and Bharat would appear to have 
substantially reduced. Further, the withdrawal of the UKN from AEGIS removes the possibility of an 
adverse relationship with the Kingdom of the Kongo in the event of any war with Italia and/or Iberia, 
ensuring communications within the Empire will remain undisrupted.  
 
Potential Allies: 
Empire of Bharat 
Kingdom of Kongo 
Kingdom of the Netherlands 
Kingdom of Nordmark 
The United Kingdom (Namidia, Kenya, Anglo-Eqyptian Sudan, Nigeria) 
 
Potential Opponents: 
ABC as Argentina, Brazil, Chile & Paraguay over Gran Uruguay 
AEGIS via Iberia (Angola) or Italia (East Afrikaan States)  
France (French Africa) 
United Kingdom 
Kingdom of Kongo 
 
Potential conflicts with the Kongo and the United Kingdom are examined due to the long borders 
although an armed conflict with either nation is highly unlikely.  
 
Military Conflicts with any of the above state or alliance will most likely fall into Short War and Long 
War scenarios and can be assessed via those means. Likely political causes and military aims can be 
projected.  
 
Short War scenarios will most likely only involve standing military forces and potentially some 
reinforcements, and can be expected to reach a negotiated end prior to the politics and resources of 
Long War scenarios becoming prominent.  
 
The ability to prosecute a short war scenario will be dependent on standing military formations, and 
the ability to mobilize and transport additional formations. Short war scenarios envision critical 
objectives being achieved quickly and becoming the basis for negotiation.  
 
Long War scenarios will involve the need to reinforce depleted formations, maintain and replace 
equipment, restock depots and produce new soldiers, weapons, equipment, ammunition and stores. 
Long War scenarios will thus not only involve the South African population and production base but 
will require the raw materials to convert to war fighting material. At the same time, similar needs will 
be placed on the opposition. International diplomacy will factor into the ability to import ammunitions 
and will influence the possibility of additional Nations entering the conflict.  
 
Wider Threats: 
NATO: The possibility of war is remote but possible given strained relations with Bharat. The main 
threat comes from British forces listed in this assessment. These threats come from east and west 
and north. South America is less threatened. Atlantean reinforcements could arrive off West Africa 
within days and could pose problems in the Gulf of Guinea. Atlantean forces from the Caribbean 
could interdict supply routes to Grand Uruguay. Combined with possible American forces from the 
Atlantic and Pacific fleets, such a combination could overstretch the RSAN’s resources, although 
direct invasion seems unlikely other than limited overland forays from Nigeria and Tanzania. Namibia 
could easily be neutralized by our forces and Red Sea traffic disrupted. Severe SAE merchant traffic 
disruption would be caused (except maybe to South America) and more convoy escorts would be 
required or allied assistance. 
 



Grand Alliance: The possibility of war is remote. Only France has local bases, Djibouti being the 
nearest. This base could conceivable be knocked-out by carrier raids and operations in the Red Sea 
would hamper reinforcements to Indochina. West African forces are unclear but like Britain any 
offensive action will rely on naval forces closer to their homelands. The Gulf of Guinea is most at risk 
but RSAN forces there are sufficient for adequate defense. A direct attack from Chad is unlikely but 
possible. Germany is building up a fleet capable of global operations but the lack of friendly bases in 
the African region suggest limited persistence and only token forces. For the threat from Atlantis see 
the NATO assessment above. SAE merchant traffic using the Red Sea/ Med would be halted. 
 
Satsuma: The possibility of war is remote. The possibility of direct threats to SAE territory is remote. 

War Plan Red - ABC 
The Argentina, Brazil and Chile triumvirate was the opposition in the South American war and remain 
the most likely protagonist in future conflicts. While Chile may again be passive, the possibility of 
Paraguay being an adventurous add-on cannot be discounted. Recent statements by the United 
States of America create the distant possibility of interference, possibly under the antiquated Monroe 
Doctrine.  
 
Probable causes of conflict: 
The Gran Uruguay province has several aspects which make it attractive target to both Argentina and 
Brazil, through of little benefit to Chile. As such a conflict could escalate from relatively minor 
incidents, particularly if there is a political desire to let that occur.  
 
The economic benefits are plain. The rich agrarian lands, the infrastructure, and the control of the Rio 
de la Plata make conquest economically attractive. At a minimum, both Argentina and Brazil would 
like unfettered access to the Atlantic from ports upstream of the Rio de la Plata.  
 
The disparate language and culture of Gran Uruguay makes the province a convenient target. Despite 
the long history of settlement, the historical and political point of view taught in those nations places 
the South African Empire as an interloper, controlling the valuable lands surrounding the Rio de la 
Plata to the economic determent of the peoples around, who are primarily of Iberian or native 
descent. This also creates a convenient external protagonist to distract the domestic population from 
internal issues. Quite simply, the South African Empire becomes a convenient scapegoat and external 
threat.  
 
These factors mean that the most likely time for a conflict to be created would be an economic 
downturn, especially one prior to an election in Brazil or Argentina. At that time, the deficit spending of 
a war effort, and the national unity, would bolster the parties in power, further a successful conquest 
would allow them to cement power.  
 
Probable strategic goals of conflict: 
Complete conquest of the Gran Uruguay province would be difficult and remove a potential future foil.  
As such a partial conquest, followed by negotiation from a position of strength would be the most 
likely result. Politically, free passage along the Paraguay River, and demilitarization of its banks would 
be the likely minimum goals for Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay. Additional goals for Argentina would 
include seizing ports or ports along the southern shore of the Rio de la Plata from La Plata to Rosario. 
Brazilian goals would be to extend their territorial and fishing waters, with control of the lands draining 
to the Lagoa Mirim being a reasonable expectation. One should further expect a political concession, 
such as a referendum on independence, to be demanded.  
 
Long War Scenario: 
A long war scenario is unlikely to occur as it is unfavorable to the ABC powers. Unlike South Africa, 
the ABC powers have limited access to strategic resources. While Brazil produces rubber, tin, mica, 
manganese and iron, and Argentina produces oil around Comodoro Rivadavia, they are lacking in the 
other strategic minerals. In a prolonged conflict, the RSAN would be able to establish an effective 
distant blockade, and the ABC powers would be unable to make sufficient modern steel alloys for 
armored vehicles, warships and aircraft, in addition to lacking the aluminum sources for aircraft. 
 
Further, the oil infrastructure, both drilling and refining, around Comodoro Rivadavia relies on 
seaborne transport and would be vulnerable to the RSAN and probably the RSAF. The railroad 



infrastructure from Chile is insufficient to provide an alternative supply route of sufficient capacity. The 
limited domestic production of coal would result in power shortages once oil supplies were disrupted, 
and worsen if imports from Chile were interrupted.  
 
The offsetting aspects of a long war scenario is that foreign powers become more likely to take an 
active interest and seek to “mediate”, which may cement any short term ABC gains. The recent 
behavior of the USA and the historical attitude of the UK towards freedom of the seas make distant 
blockades more difficult.  
 
Comparatively, a long war would allow the superior forces and industry of the African provinces of the 
SAE to be effectively delivered to the South American battlefronts. While ABC production of war 
material would likely lead to diminishing forces at the front, a long war scenario would see a 
progressive SAE buildup. As such, it is reasonable to presume that in any conflict, the short war 
scenarios will predominate.  
 
Short War Scenario: 
The previous war saw a disjointed attack by Argentina and Brazil towards their respective objectives 
of the Rio de la Plata shoreline and the watershed of the Lagoa Mirim. This allowed the SAE to 
operate on interior lines and defeat each in detail. One may reasonably expect the two nations to 
seek to avoid a reoccurrence. In all cases, one should expect limited warning, strong efforts to destroy 
SAE transport infrastructure for moving across the Rio de la Plata and Uruguay River, attacks on fuel 
depots, and possibly the use of mines and submarines to shut the ports of Gran Uruguay.  
 
There are two likely campaign options for this scenario.  
 
One:  
Launch the Brazilian attack along the coast where better transport infrastructure allows supply of a 
larger force, while the main Argentine attack focuses south of La Plata. By focusing the attacks at the 
edges of the Gran Uruguay territory, the ability to shuttle SAE forces between fronts would be limited, 
allowing ABC powers to more easily cause a defeat in detail.  
 
Two: 
Preposition the Brazilian forces for a main push down Entre Rios between the Rio Parana and the Rio 
Uruguay, and more limited attacks in the central highlands and coastal areas. Argentine forces would 
coordinate, maintaining a general pressure along the front while holding mobile forces back. The 
Entre Rios could also be reinforced by Argentine or Paraguayan troops. In the event SAE forces 
moved to defend Gran Uruguay territory in the Entre Rios, supply lines would hinge on riparian 
transport, ferries, and railroad bridges at Salto and Bella Union. A battle in the Entre Rios would allow 
the foe to concentrate their strength, while fighting at a distance from the main ports and supply bases 
of Gran Uruguay. Once the main body of the SAE defense force is committed to the Entre Rios one 
should expect efforts to damage the transport links. One may presume pre-war planning would 
include means of damaging those transport links despite traditional defenses. If the SAE force is 
pinned and unable to redeploy in the Entre Rios, expect Argentine and Brazilian forces to make 
serious efforts towards La Plata and Roche.  
 
In either scenario, expect the Argentine and Brazilian navies to seek to disrupt reinforcements from 
Africa, but otherwise avoid surface action, seeking to play a “fleet in being” until needed to close the 
Rio de la Plata.  
 
SAE Counter actions: 
The SAE is advantaged by time, allowing the strength of its African provinces to be brought to bear.  
Attempt to stop or slow the main Argentine and Brazilian thrusts, but concede non-critical territory. 
Launch secondary attacks towards Mercedes and Cacequi-Santa Maria, disrupting the ABC plans by 
threaten their ability to transport oil, rubber and tin between the powers, while obtaining territory as a 
counter-bargaining chip. Stay diplomatically active as the wronged party. 
 
Strategic conclusions: 
Stockpiling of resources by Argentina and Brazil is likely prior to any act of war by those powers.  
 



A distant blockade off the Northeastern and Eastern Brazilian coastline would be of utility in curtailing 
Brazilian war efforts. However, the round trip distance of up to 6,800nm would require fleet train 
support. Dutch Guiana's presence a mere 600nm west of the Amazon would be useful if active Dutch 
support could be obtained. Due to difficulty to transit, the straits of Magellan are unlikely to be a major 
supply route.  
 
Maritime raids along the Argentinean and Brazilian coast would undermine domestic support and 
underscore RSAN supremacy. Such efforts would require local air superiority; gunfire support and the 
ability to overwhelm local garrison forces rapidly to reach and demolish seaside industrial plants.  
 
RSAN action to cripple the Comodoro Rivadavia facilities should be prioritized. Direct action against 
refineries and fuel stores should be prioritized. Power generation and industry of the ABC powers will 
unlikely be able to maintain full production due to supply difficulties, so targeting of these facilities will 
be of limited utility.  
 
Efforts should be made to cripple transports of goods, men and material between the powers. The 
existing railroad and river transport infrastructure can be severed at Monte Casoros and Paso de los 
Libres. Use of infiltration teams to destroy those railroad bridges may be the most effective. Studies 
should be undertaken for means to shut the Transandine railway if supplies from Chile become 
problematic.  
 
The mobility of mobile armor, artillery and aviation renders traditional fortified lines ineffectual, as 
mass and firepower can be brought to bear on the weakest point. However, fortification of strategic 
points and of strategic goals can be used as a delaying tactic, disjointing the putative combined 
operations of the Brazilian and Argentine forces. Examples would be Bella Union & Monte Caseros, 
Treinta y Tres, Chuy, and Rosario.  
 
Efforts should be made to damage the 220m dry docks at Bahia Blanca and Rio de Janeiro. Damage 
to these three facilities would impede repair of the larger warships of both fleets, through it should be 
noted neither nation has the facilities to repair or even careen their newest battlecruisers.  

War Plan Green - AEGIS 
AEGIS is the Italian-Iberian-Danish-Peruvian-Thai-East African alliance. Until recently, the states of 
the UKN were also members. An important variable in a conflict with AEGIS is the status of the UKN 
lands. Given the recent warm relations, in this conflict we should expect neutrality, offers of mediation 
and political pressure for resolution from the UKN. This relationship should keep the conflict short.  
 
Probable cause(s) of conflict: 
Relations with Italia have long been poor and extend to the East African States and the possibility of 
escalation over something as simple as fishing rights is possible. The more likely area of conflict 
would be a border or fishing dispute with the Iberian Colony of Angola, adjacent to Cameroon. While 
Angola does border SAE at the Okovanggro delta, the land there is desolate for nearly 800 km.  
 
Iberian forces in Angola consist of 3 Infantry, 2 Cavalry, and 1 Carabineros (motorized) Divisions, 
each of less than 10,000 men. Forces north of the Kongo River in the Cabinda region should not 
exceed an infantry division and can only be reinforced by a ~100km ferry from the port of Soyo.  
 
Further Infantry and Carabineros division are located in Liberia.  
 
The Iberian navy is large and fields a substantial amphibious component, with 2 Marine Divisions and 
6 troop ships. It is oriented towards defense of the Caribbean.  
 
Probable strategic goals of conflict: 
There is little benefit for Iberia in such a conflict, as an amphibious capture of Cameroon is 
impossible.  
 
For SAE, capture of the Cabinda region would gain modest manganese, gold, quartz and phosphate 
deposits.  
 



Capture of the entire Angola Colony is possible, but would require an extensive campaign due to 
supply difficulties “over the beach” and the expanses involved.   
 
Long War Scenario: 
A long war scenario is unlikely. Conquest of Cabinda would be rapid and lead to pressure from the 
Dutch to end the war with Holland's former allies. Further, in a long war scenario, the Iberian navy's 
hold on the Atlantic, base in Liberia and Italia's operations in the Indian Ocean - based out of the East 
African States, would be well positioned to wreck havoc on SAE's trade in the Indian Ocean. Bases 
and cooperation from the UK, the Netherlands, and Bharat would be of assistance in countering these 
efforts. Iberian and Italian supply lines would be difficult to interdict, being far from SAE bases, and 
some, such as rubber, subject to transshipment through 3

rd
 nations before arrival.  

 
In the event complete cooperation from the Kongo is obtained, supply and access becomes far 
greater and the mineral resources of Angola, combined with the infrastructure at Luanda, become 
attractive and subject to a political decision as to the merits of continuing the war.  
 
Short War Scenario: 
This is overwhelmingly the most likely scenario. Second Army in Cameroon would be opposed by a 
division strength Iberian unit near Cabinda. The Iberians would likely advance to Lantana and try to 
hold behind the Rio Chiloanga, while seeking to transport reinforcements north. RSAN forces should 
be capable of substantially interdicting the flow of reinforcements.  
 
Second Army would then pin the Iberians at Lantana, and flank them above the estuarial reaches 
roughly 13km inland. Once pioneers established pontoon bridges and a supply route, the Lantana 
force would have to displace or be cut off. A second battle outside Cabinda at the Rio Lucile would be 
likely and constitute the final battle.  
 
The RSAN should then conduct maritime raids along the Angolan and Liberian coast, forcing the 
defenders to disperse.  
 
Diplomatic negotiations should focus on concluding the war, most likely with SAE gaining the Cabinda 
territory in exchange for a monetary settlement.  
 
SAE Counter actions: 
Aerial bombardment of scarce naval support infrastructure and fuel depots in Angola, Liberia and EAS 
would reduce the ability of AEGIS to project power.  
 
Maritime raids, ranging from aerial and naval bombardment to rapid landing and demolition, can be 
used to target minor industry and ports along the exposed coastlines.  
 
Portions of the Okovanggro drainage can be cheaply seized and held, for use as a bargaining chip.  
 
Diplomatic efforts to avoid a long war could include faux overtures to Mexico and the United States, 
two traditional foes of Iberia, designed to remind Iberia that fighting in Africa may make them 
vulnerable in the Americas. Likewise, Bharat may be willing to be an active participant.  
 
Strategic conclusions: 
War with Iberia is likely to result from events outpacing the political managers.  
 
In the event of war with Iberia, efforts should focus on a rapid advance in Carbinda, and 
demonstrations of power in other areas, combined with efforts to negotiate a settlement. Terms of the 
settlement would include the gain of the Carbinda province in exchange for a minor monetary 
settlement and return of the Okovanggro drainage.  

War Plan Blue - France 
The Republic of France is a major power, comparable in industrial strength to the SAE. France has a 
close long term alliance with Russia, with the two powers acting in support of each other. France is 
also allied to Atlantis, and most recently, Germany. The SAE has a non-aggression treaty with 
Atlantis, and Germany has no cause for intervention and is friendly to both the Netherlands and 



Nordmark, who may be able to limit German involvement. Given the robust support shown over the 
years, Russia may choose to become an active participant in the war. 
 
Probable cause(s) of conflict: 
The only common border is the Cameroon / French West Africa border near N'Djamena and Lake 
Chad. This region is inhabited by subsistence farmers and ranchers, with nomadic herders on the 
periphery. There are no known resources and exportable agriculture surplus.  
 
The most likely cause of conflict is over simple agrarian feuds among the people living here, bolstered 
by bored troops and ambitious commanders.  
 
Long War Scenario: 
A long war would necessitate the Second Army marching north from Cameroon, then west. This 
would undoubtedly require large swaths of territory, with little inherent value and negligible 
infrastructure. A stalemate would likely develop in the vicinity of the Niger River as supply lines 
became stretched. In this time period there would be opportunity to seize the French Southern and 
Antarctic islands, also of minimal value.  
 
The French (and possibly Russians) would presumably resort to maritime raids using their 
considerable amphibious transport capacity, and an overland counter offensive against Cameroon. In 
both cases, the Ivory Coast would be the base of French Operations in the West, and Djibouti the 
base in the East.  
 
As there are no strategic or economic benefits to these potential conquests, war should be avoided.  
 
Short War Scenario: 
In the short war scenario, the Second Army simply seizes the area around Lake Chad. A ceasefire 
would be sought. SAE could negotiate either for the territory, or reparations, the latter being more 
attractive.  
 
SAE Counter actions: 
Maritime raids on French West Africa and commerce raiding along the African coast.  
 
Strategic conclusions: 
War over the French territories serves no economic or military advantage and should be avoided. 

War Plan Purple - United Kingdom 
The United Kingdom is the predominate single power in the world, balanced by other powers in 
alliances. The Royal Navy is the largest and most powerful afloat and guards a globe-spanning 
Empire.  The British Crown can also call on the support of such states as Canada and Australia. The 
United Kingdom has access to all strategic resources, and controls several vital maritime strategic 
points.  
 
The UK and SAE have a long history of amicable relations, including a basing rights treaty. Overt 
hostility by either party is unlikely. This situation reduces the likelihood of treaties resulting in the 
expansion of a conflict. In African territories a series of tribal border conflicts which escalate to 
requiring military action could slowly embroil SAE and the United Kingdom in a war, without providing 
sufficient cause for her allies and dominions to become involved. Nordmark and the Netherlands can 
be relied on to lobby on behalf of SAE to limit escalation. Active diplomacy by SAE, using our long 
treaty relationship, could also be used to preclude war.  
 
Probable cause(s) of conflict: 
The African colonies of the United Kingdom share long borders with the SAE which are not well 
defined. These create potential for minor conflict in several ways, which have potential to escalate.  
 
Nigeria: The boundary between Nigeria and Cameroon is predominately along a series of mountains 
reaching up to 2000m in elevation, a feature that will serve to limit common reasons for conflict. 
However, along the southwestern third of the border this feature does not exist, rather the Obudu 
plateau and then the coastal rain forest dominate this region. Nigeria is primarily agrarian, though 



some reports of an array of mineral resources are known, the infrastructure and ore quality have not 
resulted in broad based commercial exploitation.  
 
Former German East Africa: The boundaries do not follow geographical features, nor do they 
respect tribal territories. Particularly in the former German East Africa considerable mineral wealth 
exists. In the vicinity of Lake Rukwa, the copper ore can only be profitably extracted by major mining 
activity, but the gold and diamonds occur alluvial and in small deposits. Diamonds and other 
gemstones finds straddle the border west and north of Dodoma. This situation allows conflict to start 
from a number of minor sources, from tribal warfare escalating to involve local authorities, to banditry 
of mining activities, to illicit mines and smuggling across borders.  
 
Namibia: The territory along the eastern boundaries is tree & shrub savanna, with poor infrastructure 
and little border control. The regions north of the Orange River are arid and turn to desert, with the 
Namib along the coast and the Kalahari in the Southwest of the country. The majority of the known 
mineral deposits are in the savanna north of Windhoek. The majorities of the known diamond deposits 
are south of Lüderitz along the coast in the northern extent of the succulent Karoo Desert type and 
belong to the SAE.  
 
Long War Scenario: 
In a long war scenario, the superior naval and industrial strength of the United Kingdom can be 
expected to come into play. Unfortunately, the history of the United Kingdom has several historical 
examples of long wars and heavy reliance on naval power to slowly bring victory. This historical 
precedent means the United Kingdom is more likely to accept a drawn out conflict and reject short 
term setbacks. As such, the Short War scenario described below, should be completed as swiftly as 
possible, and used to provide a temporary negotiating position of strength, from which a long war can, 
if all possible, be avoided.  
 
In the long war scenario, it is reasonable to expect the United Kingdom to announce a blockade of the 
South African Empire, conduct sea raids along the SAE coastlines attempt to establish substantial 
bomber forces in bordering territories, and bring land forces in by sea, finally launching a counter 
offensive. The most suitable location for this counter offensive is from the Kenya territory.  
 
Due to the distance from major UK bases, maintaining a distant blockade of SAE would be difficult, 
but possible due to their large number of hulls. It can be presumed the Dutch will, as in the South 
American war, prove willing to use the Kongo as a transshipment point for critical cargos, however 
given the blockade of the Netherlands as “Port of Germany” in the Great War, it is reasonable to 
presume that oil shipments from the Dutch East Indies may be difficult to maintain in the face of active 
United Kingdom blockade, though acts of War by the United Kingdom would undoubtedly see their 
ability to transit the DEI severely constrained, and may render them vulnerable to opportunistic 
attacks by Asian nations. In such a case, transshipment of Persian Oil on Bharati hulls may need to 
be explored. Indeed, our long friendship with Bharat could be leveraged to induce the United Kingdom 
to forgo a long war.  
 
Due to the UK's potential to use the Panama and Mexican canals, Malaysian rubber cannot be 
interdicted. However, the primary oil supply, and transport routes, is past the Coast of Oman and 
through the Gulf of Aden. This would require maintaining ships on station at a range of 2,500nm from 
Dar Es Salaam. This negative is offset by the nearest major UK repair facilities being in Egypt, nearly 
2,000nm away. Indeed, major UK forces would have difficulty escaping observation in transit to the 
Gulf of Aden from east or west. This is however offset by the possession of ports in Yemen, Oman 
and other territories along the Persian Gulf.  
 
Maintaining sea control of this Gulf of Aden and Coast of Oman region would be crucial to disrupting 
the commerce of the United Kingdom and forcing a reliance on alternate sources and shipping routes, 
causing disproportionate economic disruption. Limited use of raider forces could cause havoc in the 
Pacific or Atlantic, as the German raiders of the Great War did, forcing a dispersion of the Royal Navy 
in the early stages of the war.  
 
Given the superiority of the Royal Navy and industrial strength of the UK, local naval superiority and 
effective raiding can only be expected to continue in the initial stages of the war. During this initial 
period is when the SAE must strive to prevent a long war from developing. International forums 



should be used to present the SAE as the aggrieved party, and present the question of why the UK is 
waging war over savanna and desert.  
 
In the meantime, efforts should be made to draw Royal Navy forces into a set battle, far from their 
bases. Due to Kenya's suitability for supporting an army and launching a counter offensive, the port of 
Mombasa becomes critical. Walvis Bay and Lagos have lesser potential, as the terrain is not 
favorable. As such it is desirable the Army is sieges Mombasa rather than seizing it, this would force 
the Royal Navy to mount a significant relief expedition, far from its primary support bases. The RSAN 
can then attempt battle on favorable terms.  
 
Due to the economic and military strength, “Victory” disease must be avoided, and the success of the 
Short War scenario used as a position to negotiate from. Should Long War develop, especially if 
additional countries become involved, the balance of power is most likely to rest with the United 
Kingdom.  
 
Short War Scenario: 
The Short War scenario for fighting the United Kingdom relies on swift action by the Royal forces, in 
response to a clear casus belli. Tribal and non-governmental forces may fight with plausible 
deniability, but SAE actions need to be seen as a response to provocation. Every effort should be 
made to portray the UK as the aggressor, including (if needed) post event fabrication and publicity.  
 
The United Kingdom forces in West Africa are quite weak. Nigeria has essentially 2 brigades, and 
limited Coast Defenses. Namibia has a single brigade and coast defenses at Walvis Bay. United 
Kingdom forces in East Africa are more respectable, with an aggregate deployable force of 5-6 
Infantry Divisions of varying quality, an armored car regiment, artillery, and roughly 200 tanks in an 
armored brigade. These forces are scattered across the East African holdings, and will take time and 
infrastructure to concentrate. This will be particularly relevant in the case of the Sudanese forces, 
which will either have to transit the mountains, or deploy by sea, in either case likely to late to be 
relevant, reducing the forces available by 2 divisions.  
 
On land, three avenues of advance are required.  
 
First, the main effort, is northward into Tanzania and Kenya, imperiling the port of Mombasa.  
The secondary thrust from Dar Es Salaam should be along the route to Tabor, then to Mombasa. A 
main force should be from Dodoma to Arusha to the rail hub at Wundanyi. A defensive line at 
Manyami on the south shore of the Tsavo & Galana Rivers can be established. This will prevent 
forces further inland from coming to the relief of those now trapped between Dar Es Salaam and 
Mombasa. The pocket should be collapsed on Mombasa. Without a port of supply, the forces 
stranded inland will be reduced to a delaying action much as General von Lettow-Vorbeck in the 
Great War. The United Kingdom may attempt to reinforce Mombasa, likely with the 4

th
 Infantry division 

from Sudan. This should be allowed as it will substantially increase the supply requirements of 
Mombasa and force the Royal Navy to extend itself in support of the Mombasa position, creating the 
potential for attrition and defeat from the Royal Navy's repair facilities.  
 
While Mombasa is sieged, efforts can be made at claiming territory inland.  
 
The flank must be shielded from British infantry forces along the SAE-Kongo border, and so a 
secondary force should seize the rail hub at Tabor and use it to protect the flank.  
 
The second effort would be from Cameroon towards Nigeria. The difficult terrain along the border and 
poor resources suggests this to be a tertiary front, with holding actions along the coast and plateau, 
and advance by Second Army down the Beneu river basin to Numan as a bargaining chip.  
 
The third effort would be in Namibia, with forces advancing as far north as Lüderitz along the coast, 
while armored forces took the mineral regions of the Northeastern plain around Windhoek. The Royal 
Army brigade present is likely to retreat to defend Walvis Bay. Like Mombasa, Walvis Bay is 
desirable, but not critical to the SAE, but a difficult point for the Royal Navy to maintain supply. As 
such, taking Walvis Bay is optional, as the possibility of sieging it and forcing the Royal Navy to fight 
on terms favorable to SAE is appealing. As such the forces Army Group West deploys should be 
minimal to achieve the limited objectives.  



 
Diplomatic efforts should be increased once these favorable positions can be reached. If needed, 
capture of Walvis Bay or Mombasa can be used during negotiations to increase perception of SAE 
victory and relative strength. Negotiating goals should be modest, with a return of captured Kenyan 
and Nigerian territory, modest but favorable border realignment to a more clear demarcation in former 
German East Africa, and territorial gains in Namibia. The possibility of offering customs-free rail transit 
of colonial resources from the Lake Tanginika/Lake Victoria to Dar Es Salaam could be contemplated, 
as both a visible concession, and a means of increasing economic activity in Dar Es Salaam, 
ultimately of benefit to SAE.  
 
SAE Counter actions: 
Aerial bombardment of scarce naval support infrastructure and fuel depots in Mombasa, Lagos and 
Walvis Bay.  
 
Maritime raids, ranging from aerial and naval bombardment to rapid landing and demolition, can be 
used to target minor industry and ports along the exposed coastlines.  
 
Distant blockade in the Gulf of Aden and off the Coast of Oman can have a substantial impact on UK 
trade. This will require supporting a task group at sea roughly 2,500nm from base.  
 
Raiding forces to force dispersion of Royal Navy assets and disruption of UK trade.  
 
Diplomatic efforts and propaganda to portray the SAE as the defender, keeping the UK allies neutral. 
Prevail on Nordmark to take lead in negotiations, and Bharat to threat interference.  
 
Strategic conclusions: 
A short victorious war with the United Kingdom is possible, but the more likely scenario is a long war 
in which short term advances are lost and considerable economic harm occurs to SAE. Complicating 
the matter is that the RSAN would almost certainly suffer substantial damage, and would be unable to 
guarantee support of Gran Uruguay if the ABC powers chose to be opportunistic.  
 
War with the United Kingdom should be avoided, and every effort made to keep any hostilities short to 
maximize the SAE advantage.  

War Plan Orange - United Kingdom’s of the Netherlands 
The United Kingdom’s of the Netherlands has to date been a staunchly friendly force, with no sign of 
a deterioration of that relationship. However, the Kingdom of the Kongo is a large neighbor located in 
the middle of SAE's African possessions. As such an assessment is included.  
 
Probable cause(s) of conflict: 
Any conflict would presumably come with the Kingdom of the Kongo and the Grand Duchy of Ubangi-
Shari. Current relations are excellent, and population evidenced substantial support for the SAE in the 
South American war. No conflict with the Kongo should be expected in the near term.  
 
The most likely cause of deterioration in relations would be friction involving SAE companies 
operating in the Kongo. However, typical issues such worker mistreatment, questions of fairness, of 
stewardship or nationalization are not problems in the current day.  
 
Long War Scenario: 
If conflict came to pass with the Kongo, the proper goals for the SAE must be questioned. Currently, it 
is not reasonable to project a conflict with the Kongo, and such a conflict would be problematic. The 
Royal South African Army handily outclasses and can rapidly defeat the weak Kongo standing army, 
and the RSAN can defeat any UKN forces operating in African waters. Given the mineral wealth of the 
Kongo and the strategic depth it provides, if war is thrust on South Africa, should not annexation be 
considered?  
 
The answer is almost assuredly no. The Kingdom of the Kongo has a large, dispersed agrarian 
population, and since 1933 has required every able bodied male from 18-40 to have a rifle at the local 
armory and belong to a “Landwher” unit. Published figures suggest over 700,000 Landwher soldiers 
have concluded a full course of training and remain active in the Landwher. The published numbers 



suggest a further 350,000 'Volunteer's as older reservists. The tribal cultures exalt warrior virtues, 
resulting in a high ratio of former UKN soldiers among the “Landwher”. The Belgian Occupation was 
exceedingly brutal and is thoroughly covered in schools, which has led to a firm national desire to 
ensure it is not repeated.  
 
The “Landwher” is nearly exclusively a foot infantry force, and nearly incapable of action outside the 
Kongo, but the roughly 1 million armed and organized Landwher members, combined with extensive 
jungle and a profound determination to preserve their independence would certainly result in a 
prolonged and exceedingly bloody resistance to occupation. This would paint a grim picture to the 
international community, which would allow the Dutch navy to mount a distant blockade from the DEI, 
Suriname, and Yemen. Occupation of the Kongo would thus be an undesirable long war scenario.  
 
Short War Scenario: 
In the unlikely event of such a conflict, a short war scenario should be the goal of the SAE. Seizure of 
the copper fields of the Katanga province and the ports at the mouth of the Kongo would secure the 
primary assets of the SAE industry. The Katanga province is heavily populated by more docile 
German colonists. Additional lands in the southern savanna could then be seized and the negotiating 
table sought. Within the southern savanna, the mobile forces would be more successful in dealing 
with Landwher resistance. The ports and additional territory could then be used as bargaining chips to 
achieve an autonomous Katanga province. This would safeguard SAE industry, and create a 
potentially friendly proxy state, without involving the SAE in the undesirable long war scenario above. 
This would still result in a large, sullen neighbor located on our interior lines of communication.  
 
SAE Counter actions: 
Better oversight and transparency of SAE companies operating in the Kongo, to ensure ethics and 
behavior reflect SAE morals. This should allow the current profitable relationship to continue.  
 
More student and worker exchange between nations. Familiarity with the neighboring nation should 
enhance public opinion, which will enhance the bonds formed by the economic relationship.  
 
Monitor political opinion sections and party platforms in the Kongo. While technically an absolute 
monarchy, the Queen's Charter grants substantial freedom of the press and political participation in 
parliamentary elections has been high.  
 
Strategic conclusions: 
Given the current treaty and trade arrangements, War with the Kingdom of the Kongo would be likely 
to negatively impact South African industry with little offsetting gain. Further, by souring future 
relations with the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, it would tarnish the future strategic picture for 
the South African Empire.  
 
War with the Kingdom of the Kongo should be avoided as detrimental to the interests of the South 
African Empire. 
  



Thoughts on points not directly covered by the assessment above 
 

Royal South African Army 
Tanks: 
The assessment reveals there is not much scope for tank warfare except for the coastal plain in 
Mozambique and Namibia in Africa and in South America along the Argentine border. Developments 
taken place since 1935 are not defined but one can assume modifications and increased armor to 
follow modern developments, but generally the types used in the war will be adequate given the 
lighter tanks of lower than European standards in South America and Africa. Generally most armored 
units in Africa would use smaller and lighter tanks. But given the SAE’s tendency to follow 
international trends it is safe to assume that the heaviest tank in the arsenals of the RSAA during the 
ABS war, the CET-2B Centurion tank with a short 5,5cm gun (actually a Panzer III), underwent 
revision, got a long barrel gun and was later replaced by something along the lines of a Panzer IV H 
as the new “super-tank”. Tank with sloped armor, a SAE version of the Panzer V for the heavy 

department or some heavily improved GAZ-3A Gazelle for the light forces, can be assumed to be in 
development.  
  
Artillery: 
Artillery pieces in use by RSAA units are not defined. But it is safe to assume, given widespread 
mountains and forest cover across SAE territory, the RSAA would have developed more mountain 
guns and high-angle artillery to shoot over obstacles. By 1943 the SAE arsenals would be developing 
HA weapons like the OTL German 105mm le FH 43 and 150mm le FH 43 with elevations of around 
70-75 degrees. This implies more elevated spotting positions or light spotter aircraft too. Artillery over 
150mm would only be common for coastal defenses and in Gran Uruguay, but fortifications here are 
rare so perhaps numbers would be very limited. There is scope for self-propelled guns for South 
America but generally a StuG-type vehicle might be of more benefit for supporting armored 
formations. AA is going to be of most use in South America. African units will have some light AA but 
heavy AA is likely confined to bases and airfields and cities and harbors near border areas. 
 
Vehicles: 
Given widespread Savannah and arid conditions (hard soils etc.), one should expect rugged 
suspensions, especially on wheeled vehicles and plenty of food and water stowage etc. Armored cars 
might be best for patrolling in Africa. High-quality units would be mechanized.  
 
Equipment: 
The rough terrain and arid conditions implies light equipment, probably along the lines of OTL WW2 
Japanese equipment but with higher technical quality. South America offers more European-style 
warfare. The overall impression is the RSAA being something like a hybrid of the OTL British Eighth 
Army or Afrika Korps crossed with the IJA.  
 
Garrison Units: 

In many places the terrain favors small battalion‐sized units called 'Garnisoen Kommando' (Garrison 

Command) for policing and border control. These 'Garnisoen Kommando' units are useful for remote 
regions in Africa and the islands in the Indian Ocean but there is no need for such units in the 
metropolitan centers in South Africa or Gran Uruguay. Small cavalry units may still be used in Africa 
but not in Gran Uruguay. 
 
RSAA Size: 
It is hard to estimate the forces needed overall for the RSAA.  

 First Army: Army Group West would require perhaps three infantry, one mechanized and one 
armored division (or perhaps a brigade), Army Group East would require perhaps twice this 
strength. Army Group Madagascar would probably comprise (including the outer island 
defenses) two/ three infantry divisions and ten battalion sized units and perhaps one armored 
regiment on Madagascar.  

 Second Army: Second Army would require perhaps four infantry, one mechanized division and 
perhaps an armored brigade. As all the RSAN landing ships are based here than the Marines 
should be also based here, or perhaps split 60/40 with First Army, Army Group West. 



 Third Army: Army Group North would require six/eight infantry, two mechanized and two 
armored divisions, Army Group West on the Argentine four infantry, three mechanized and two 
armored divisions and Army Group South would consist only of coastal artillery units, smaller 
regiments along the coast of second-line/ reservist troops and perhaps in peacetime some of 
the divisions of the other two Army Groups. 

That gives a total of 26-29 infantry, 9 mechanized and 6-7 armored divisions excluding other smaller 
units. This is a large force but is the upper-end of the scale. Conceivably given the lower threats to the 
African territories perhaps First Army could be cut back to (both Army Groups combined) five infantry, 
two mechanized and two armored divisions to give overall totals of 19-21 infantry, 8 mechanized and 
5-6 armored divisions. 
 

Royal South African Air Force  
Flying Conditions: 
Mountains, extensive forests and heavy seasonal rains (widely different months across all of SAE) 
offer very poor flying conditions during some of the year. This would imply high standards of training, 
numerous smaller emergency strips across Africa and more emphasis on navigation aids (Lorenz 
beams etc.) and possibly by 1942 SAE would have developed items like OTL GEE and Rebecca for 
homing and safe navigation and landings. Concrete runways at most larger airports and airbases, 
rugged undercarriages for all tactical types. 
 
Radar: 
SAE has early-warning sets in Gran Uruguay and it can be assumed further sites exist on the Indian 
Ocean coasts. Given the large expanses of ocean to patrol ASV radar is desirable and most likely 
available. 
  
Enemy Bomber Threat (all types including ground-attack and naval): 

 Africa: RAF 74 (140 with Egyptian reinforcements); Iberia offers no detailed information but 
one can assume about 20-40 and another 20-40 for France = 220 potential bombers in a worst 
case scenario. 

 South America: 838 combining Argentine and Brazilian bombers in the border areas only. 
 
Enemy Fighter Threat: 

 Africa: RAF 38 (94 with Egyptian reinforcements), Iberia offers no information but one can 
assume at least 20-50 and France perhaps 20-40 = 180 total potential enemy fighters in worst 
case scenario. 

 South America: 518 combining Argentine and Brazilian fighters in the border areas only.  
 
Carrier-based threats in the Indian Ocean have been dealt with in the analysis above and that would 
require about 150-200 fighters in Air Fleet 3 to deal with the threat (equals 3 to 5 wings). It has been 
estimated Air Fleet 4 would need 400 fighters and Air Fleet 5 250, so a total Gran Uruguay 
requirement for 16 wings. One can see that the threat in South America is about three-times greater 
than Africa (West and South combined). Air Fleet 5 should be roughly half the size of Air Fleet 4, both 
will be the biggest such units in the RSAF by far. 
 
These numbers are now applied to RSAF planned forces, status 31-12-1940: 

 Strategic Bombers: 340 = 9 wings, only really useful in South America because of a lack of 
targets elsewhere. The planes used are of the four engine types. The assessment reveals the 
force is the wrong size, too small to do serious damage and yet big enough to cause a drain on 
manpower, resources and available bases. A Ju-288 clone gives some hope to reduce those 
negatives but realistically it is all night ops (none of the ABC powers have night-fighters) which 
reduces efficiency, potentially resulting in the development of a H2S clone. The Ju-288 clone 
can be used more like a longer-ranged tactical type rather than a strategic bomber. In South 
America most vital Argentine and Brazilian targets can be reached by smaller bombers. Crews 
and aircrafts saved could be better used for coastal patrol (see below). 

 Tactical Bombers: 650 = 18 wings, works out around two wings per Air Fleet mean average. 
However, Air Fleet 6 probably won’t need any so three per Air Fleet sounds good. 

 Light Tactical Bombers: 280 = 7 wings, 3 wings deployed to Air Fleets 4 and 5 and one to Air 
Fleet 2. The RSAF may need more of these to replace the more vulnerable larger tactical 
bombers as the 1940s progress. 



 Turret Fighters: 320 = 9 wings, by now these should be relegated to Air Fleets 1, 2 and 3 as 
long-range patrol fighters. Given fighter development they are of questionable use in a future 
conflict. The RSAF should consider to scrap this category and release the crews for more light 
tactical bombers. 

 Heavy Fighters: 230 = 6 wings, so 2 wings each for Air Fleets 4 and 5 and one each to Air 
Fleets 2 and 7. 

 Night Fighters: 110 = 3 wings, best deployed to Air Fleets 2, 4 and 5, one wing each. 

 Fighters: 980 = 24 wings, South American needs (minus the heavy and night fighters above) 
are 10 wings. It is proposed to give Air Fleet 6 one wing and split the rest between 1, 2, 3 and 7 
Air Fleets (2 each). 

 Coastal Patrol: 500 = 13 wings, mainly with Air Fleets 6, 3 and 5 (4 each) with one for Air Fleet 
7. More units are essential although the strategic reconnaissance types (see heavy bombers) 
can also be used so effective numbers are perhaps greater.  

 Army Support: 600 = 16 wings, the RSAF should deploy two wings each to 1, 2, 3 and 7 Air 
Fleets leaving five for Air Fleet 4 and three for Air Fleet 5. 

 Reconnaissance: 400 = 11 wings, the RSAF OOB should see the longest-range recon units 
with Air Fleets 3, 6 and 7, and shorter-ranged units with the rest.  

 Transport: 1800 = equivalent to 50 wings, more than enough transport, perhaps too much but 
air transport could become vital in linking Cameroon to South Africa and getting troops into 
remote areas all over Africa quickly. Air transport probably is less important in South America 
because of shorter distances and good infrastructure in general. The RSAA could perhaps by 
now be looking at airborne units of regiment size.  

 

Royal South African Navy 
Geography and natural harbors: 
The city of Maputo on Delagoa Bay is the finest natural harbor on the entire African east coast. The 
rest of the coast, further south practically offers no good natural harbors. Only Dar Es Salaam is build 
up as full size naval base. That is bad for the RSAN when it deploys away from its main city bases 
and when damaged ships may need to take shelter for repairs etc. Most SAE territory has coastal 
plains, most seem fairly passable but some have protection of swamps etc. Madagascar seems well 
protected by coral reefs and cliffs to the east and north. Mozambique is vulnerable to landings due to 
its greater plain, in the north it narrows as it meets British territory but there is an overland attack route 
there.  
 
Amphibious Assaults: 
There are possible landing positions but no nations in Africa have any realistic landing capability and 
European-based ships and forces would take months to arrive. Sustaining any kind of landing force in 
Africa, St. Helena or Indian Ocean is considered impractical. Any such landings are likely to be 
flanking assaults of battalion sized. The South American threat amounts to battalion-sized forces, 
without total ABC co-operation perhaps even less numbers but such landing forces would risk total 
destruction from ample RSAN craft of all sizes. The Gran Uruguayan coast is too well protected and 
major RSAN units too close to make such attacks practical. 
 
Carriers: 
The main carrier threat is from the RN but the ABC powers have enough numbers of smaller carriers 
to pose a nuisance and ten targets to destroy gives the RSAN headaches. The RSAN has its eggs in 
bigger, but fewer baskets. The RN offers a more comparable threat but newer carriers have much 
bigger air groups of nearly 100 aircraft.  
 
Roles: 
The RSAN has two main roles; protecting convoys to South America and defending the Indian Ocean 
coast and territories. Next in order of importance is defending the Gulf of Guinea, interdiction in the 
Red Sea area, extending dominance into the mid-Atlantic and cutting the Cape Horn supply routes to 
Argentina. In any war scenario with the ABC victory is certain (but less so than in the mid-30s) but 
allied help would be required and in the case of a war with any of the major blocs, essential.  
 
Fleets: 
The South American fleet is most vulnerable. It lies between an Argo-Brazilian nutcracker. The 
bomber forces at hand could be used to deal knock-out blows on the RSAN harbors and ships in 



them. Stationing further large units here is unwise, so it may be better to rely on fast reinforcement 
task groups from Africa which can make the crossing safer given the relatively poor ABC submarine 
fleets. However, all heavy units cannot be removed from Gran Uruguay because of their symbolic 
value. To identify potential for improvements, the RSAN may need a couple more fleet carriers or 
perhaps 2-3 smaller ones (48 aircraft). Overall the balance seems good and in a one-front war ideal. 
In a two-front scenario one can foresee the RSAN being stretched thin but at least West-to-East 
African reinforcement is quicker than any possible enemy European / North American reinforcement. 
In a two-front war the RSAN’s best strategy is fighting any naval advance in the Atlantic from the 
Cape Verde southward and in the Red Sea.  
 
Trade Protection: 
In the ABC scenario the RSAN is well equipped and trade disruption on other global routes is unlikely, 
but possible for short periods. Any war against European powers or the USA means the loss of 
Northern Atlantic and Mediterranean supply routes with no realistic option of regaining them. The 
Indian Ocean routes might be pressured, especially by RN and RAN units, but in other scenarios with 
AEGIS nations the threat is less. In these scenarios major disruption to South American trade routes 
is unlikely for prolonged periods. 
 
Trade Destruction: 
In the event of war the RSAN could cut all trade routes via Good Hope and impose a series of 
interdictions into the Red Sea area and western Indian Ocean to hamper trade and the vital oil route 
from the Persian Gulf. European nation’s Far Eastern forces could be used to relieve any blocking 
force the RSAN uses to block the Suez route, but if the RSAN won then Suez could be blocked or 
reduced to trickle until Med-based units could batter through. With Bharati assistance all Persian Gulf 
trade could be stopped. All trade to Europe from Argentina and Chile via the Atlantic could be 
disrupted and perhaps totally halted, also that from southern Brazilian ports but less-so for northern 
ports.  


